Portfolio diversification

Build diversification into
your portfolio
The objective of investing is to increase wealth. Building a
diversified portfolio with assets from a variety of sectors and
industries can help reduce and spread risk.
Diversification, in investment terms, is the practice of
spreading risk across several different asset types to reduce
the likelihood of a large loss in your portfolio should one
asset or sector suffer a sudden drop in value. It acts as a
safety net while you build your wealth, and helps you meet
your goals without worrying about the impacts of market
volatility on particular sectors or assets.

Diversification is about spreading your risk across:-

•
•
•
•

Different geographies or markets
Different fund or asset managers
Different products or investment vehicles
Different currencies

Each of these elements has a different ‘risk driver’. By making
investments across a broad range of uncorrelated assets, this
can reduce the likelihood of significant drops in the value of
your portfolio. Structuring your portfolio in this way should
create an efficient set of investments, which can help you to
maximise your wealth generation potential.

How does diversification
mitigate against loss
Portfolio diversification is a key tool when investing. The
technique of diversification allows a portfolio to mitigate
against loss by allocating investments across various
investment types, categories and countries. By investing in
different areas and sectors, a portfolio can be shielded from
the effect of one particular external force more than if it was
invested solely in one particular sector.
For example, by having your investment in one country means
that any factors affecting that country, such as political or
financial unrest, could dramatically affect the performance of
that investment which will have a knock on affect of the
performance of a customer’s portfolio.
A portfolio will have many highs and lows. By using
diversification, we are attempting to smooth these peaks and
troughs, to create steady, gradual growth.
Single country Equity Fund
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Diversifying your portfolio
All investments have a number of external forces which
contribute to their overall financial performance. Identifying
these forces and ensuring none of your other investments
have similar factors will enable your portfolio to remove
volatility and the risk of significant one-off losses.
For example, during the recent pandemic, people were unable
to travel due to restrictions on movement. As a consequence,
holiday and travel companies struggled for growth and
investors in this sector will have seen their investments reduce
in value quite significantly.
During the same period, investment in E-Commerce and
E-Gaming rose as people were forced to stay in their homes
and take advantage of online facilities. Investing across
different sectors reduces the likelihood of significant drops in
the value of your portfolio.
This highlights the importance of regular portfolio reviews,
ensuring your portfolio is diversified enough to deal with
external factors will help deliver your long term financial goals
in a more stable and risk averse environment.
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Example portfolio single country equity fund vs a diversified portfolio
Portfolio 1 below shows how a “Single Country Equity” might perform over 10 years. The funds could be invested solely in a blue
chip company in the US for example. The portfolio has periods when it has performed badly, but it has also had periods of growth
that have generated some profit.
Portfolio 2 is diversified across five sectors equally. The investments are across a broad range of uncorrelated assets. If one
investment is not performing as it should, the other investments within the portfolio should have opportunities to grow as they
are not driven by the same factors. The plan for the portfolio is to create steady growth, which is able to ride out peaks and
troughs of the financial markets. This diversified approach sets the portfolio up to perform in a variety of market conditions and
should enable the portfolio to achieve greater, sustained growth.
Portfolio 1

Value at year end

Fund name / Year
Single country
Equity

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$250,000 $200,000 $187,500 $275,000 $320,000 $287,500 $350,000 $390,000 $325,000 $312,500 $400,000

Portfolio 2

Value at year end

Fund name / Year

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Global Large Cap
Growth Equity

$50,000

$60,000

$75,000

$77,500

$97,500

$132,500

$155,000 $165,000 $207,500 $222,500 $250,000

Commodities Precious Metals

$50,000

$60,000

$40,000

$42,500

$38,500

$41,000

$40,000

$32,500

$43,000

$55,000

$60,000

Money Market

$50,000

$50,500

$50,500

$50,500

$50,500

$50,625

$51,000

$51,500

$52,750

$53,500

$53,500

Global High Yield
Bond

$50,000

$57,500

$61,500

$65,000

$60,000

$66,500

$73,000

$73,000

$77,500

$70,000

$84,500

Global Ethical
Growth

$50,000

$50,000

$62,500

$70,000

$75,000

$67,500

$78,000

$87,500

$102,500 $105,000

$135,000

Total Value

$250,000 $278,000 $289,500 $305,500 $321,500 $358,125

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

$397.00 $409,500 $483,250 $506,000 $583,000

How can I diversify my portfolio?
Speak to your Financial Adviser, they will be able to provide you with fund factsheets and information. They will be able to
provide you with a breakdown of assets within your portfolio. They will also assist you in creating a well diversified portfolio to
suit your circumstances.
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Next steps

01
02
03

Visit https://www.fpinternational.ae/invest/products/reserve/
to find out more.
Speak with your customers to learn more about their financial goals and
which investments are best suited to their circumstances.
Inform your customers that they can manage their portfolio online on our
Portal by simply registering at https://portal.fpinternational.com.

Disclaimer
The rate of return used above and on the previous page are for
illustrative purposes ONLY. These returns are not based on any actual
past performance and the actual returns on your investment will be
different. What you get back in the future depends on how your
investments perform. The value of your investments can go down and
up an you could get back less than you paid in. Some assets carry a
higher level of risk than others and may be subject to sudden and large
falls in value, which could erode all or some of your capital.
Data Privacy: We take the responsibility of handling your personal
data very seriously and we will only ask you for details required to
process your requests to us.
Please be aware of our privacy policy—please visit
www.fpinternational.com/legal/privacy-and-cookies
to view the full policy or this can be provided on request from our
data protection officer.
This document is for information only. It does not constitute advice or
an offer to provide any products or service by Friends Provident
International. Please seek professional advice, taking into account your
personal circumstance before making any investment decisions. We can
accept no liability for loss of any kind incurred as a result of reliance on
the information or opinions provided in this document.

Friends Provident International does not condone tax evasion and the
company’s products and services may not be used to evade taxes.
This factsheet is intended for general information purposes only and
does not constitute, investment, legal or taxation advice.
No part of this document may be reproduced without prior approval
from Friends Provident International Limited.
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